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Almost as soon as YHA started, the infant Wear Tees and Eskdale Region recognised that a hostel at Whitby would 
be a great attraction. 199 steps lead steeply from the town to the east side of the River Esk, where lie the clifftop 
Parish Church of St Mary’s and the ruined Whitby Abbey with all its accoutrement of historic houses and 
outbuildings. One of the more modest of these was the 17th-century long, low stone stables – the original Abbey 
hospital building – offered to YHA by the Strickland Estate. The hostel was to have opened at Easter 1932, but was 
long delayed; it needed the International Voluntary Service for Peace to clear the building of rubble before the 
contractors could move in. YHA’s Rucksack magazine of Summer 1933 announced that the hostel was not yet open. 
Adaptations cost £750, half provided by the Carnegie Trust.  
 
The 1933 edition of the YHA Lakeland and North-East Regional Guide anticipated the opening enthusiastically: 

The perfect centre. Nature has endowed Whitby with all the attributes – a quaint sea-front, an enchanting river, 
and the always magnificent moors right at hand. The noble ruins of the Abbey, associated with the earliest 
history of Northern Christianity, are a well-known landmark for miles, and it is here that work is now 
proceeding in the conversion of the old Abbey Stables into what, no doubt, will be one of the finest Hostels in 
the Kingdom.  

 

 1   2   3 
The first Whitby hostel was clearly a feather in the cap of the Wear, Tees and Eskdale Region, to judge by the care  

taken over the preparation and significance of the signage. 1: the stone plaque on the gable end reads –  
This hostel was made possible through the efforts and work of the International Voluntary Service, 1933;  

2: the main entrance door, half way along the stables building, with attractive early iron letters forming a YHA sign  
(author’s photograph of 2015, more than 80 years after the opening and eight years after the abandonment of the premises)  
3: YHA cyclist members seen through the carved stone entrance with headstone probably unique in the YHA (YHA Archive)  
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In Summer 1984, to celebrate the golden anniversary of the hostel, Hostelling News published a tribute in the words 
of Anne Wilson, by then a vice-president of Border and Dales Region. She recalled: 

On Good Friday, 1934 I was scrubbing floors with John Major, an early YHA pioneer, when a woman going to 
church put her head through the open window and, incensed at seeing us working on Good Friday, said: ‘It’s 
people like you who are responsible for the state this country is in.’ We carried on, along with other volunteers, 
making the hostel ready for members to come in on Easter Saturday. 

 
The Abbey Stables hostel opened on 1st April 1934, with an official ceremony the following month, on 12th May. 
The YHA Trust took responsibility for the lease on 17th August of that year.  At first the hostel was fitted out with 
beds for 20 men and 20 women, altered within the first season to 25 of each. The first warden was Miss D Hodgson. 
 
The instant popularity of the hostel necessitated extensions, to 35 plus 25 during 1935 and 40 plus 30 in 1938. 
Annual milestones of 2,000, then 3,000, bednights were easily passed in that opening phase. At the outbreak of 
hostilities, YHA kept Whitby hostel open from October 1939 to January 1940, achieving 115 overnights in that 
short period, but it was then lost to the Association for the duration of the war. This was no doubt because of its 
strategic position overlooking the North Sea, like Boggle Hole hostel that succumbed earlier in 1939.  
 

 1  2  
 

 3  4  
1: a beautifully produced FMS postcard of the common room at the Stables hostel, dating almost certainly from the time  

of the opening. This large room, with its cheery fireplace, ancient beams, painted stone walls and  
miscellany of windows, hardly changed in its principal features through the hostel’s 70-plus years; 

2: Jack Maden and friends were photographed standing outside the hostel entrance some time about 1939.  
The message on the hostel door was the usual old instruction to stay away between 10am and 5pm; 

3: an early view of the south end of the building, revealing the array of mixed window sizes and styles indicating several eras 
and former purposes. The entrance door is partially hidden by the outbuilding. The antiquated appearance of three of the 
dormers will be noted. The six dormers on this side were later improved and enlarged to light a total of ten upstairs rooms;  
4: a much later photograph of the west face of the building, with spectacular views from the upper floor. The grey-roofed 

almshouses beyond are not part of the YHA story. The rough steeply inclined field in front of the hostel was once a  
hive of activity related to Whitby’s jet industry (author’s collection) 
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The hostel returned to YHA in 1945, the handbook advising that it might reopen during that year, but all was 
delayed until Easter 1946 because of the extensive repairs necessary when the supply of materials was so limited.  
 
In 1956 the building was extensively re-roofed with authentic red pantiles. In the summer of that year, Pat Packham 
was on a cycling and hostelling tour of the Yorkshire Moors. On 23rd July she noted: 

The youth hostel next to the abbey looked very dilapidated so that we were rather glad that our route had been 
changed and that we were not spending two nights there. 

 

  
 Late 20th-century Dennis postcard of the Abbey stables building at Whitby. The small office space referred to below was the 
section to the left of the gable end. A few shallow dormers on each face of the roof lit the first floor. The low stone building  

at right angles to the hostel may have served as a toilet block in the early years (YHA Archive) 
 

What is not clear from the information available from the early years is the layout of the youth hostel up to the mid-
1960s, when major changes occurred: in 1964 capacity was increased from 40 to 60 and the kitchen improved by 
bringing in the unused part of the building. The full extent of the hostel since the 1960s has been the length of the 
low building that was topped by the red pantile roof, with the addition of the small single-storey extension to the 
south of the hostel, used as office space. The final arrangement in 2007 was, from the north end of the building: 
ground floor – men’s toilets, showers and washroom, stairs, members’ kitchen, common room, stairs, drying room, 
wash-up, dining room, warden’s kitchen with reception office, and lobby, with the small office referred to above 
leading off it; first floor – room 1, stairs, rooms 2 to 7, stairs, staff quarters with bathroom, women’s toilets, showers 
and washroom, and a large dormitory, room 8, with a corner partitioned off by stud walls, possibly for school staff. 
The 2007 arrangement may well have been fixed in 1964, though perhaps with fewer, larger bedrooms; ‘the unused 
part of the building’ brought into use then, though undefined, was probably at the south end of the building 
(though as capacity was 70 before the war, perhaps that part of the building was unused only for an interim spell). 
 
In 1984, YHA wrote in Hostelling News that at the 50th anniversary, Whitby hostel had had only four permanent 
wardens, all females. After Miss Hodgson, names associated with the wardenship in the early post-war era were Miss 
DM Campion and MA Wilkinson. Diana Burton took over in 1960, and was still in charge 25 years later. Usage 
each year hovered around the 4,000 to 5,000 mark until after the 1964 improvements, when 6,000 were registered. 
This number grew rapidly until the 1990s, when the hostel was often accommodating 9,000 annually. By this time 
there were new managers, Peta Saunders and Paul Hobson, followed by Sarah and Craig Pattinson, who took the 
hostel to its conclusion. 

 
It was becoming clear by the turn of the millennium that the old stables were increasingly unsuitable for 
refurbishment to a hostel of modern standard, while opportunities to expand YHA’s business in an increasingly 
attractive tourist destination were negligible. On 18th April 2001, the YHA Executive assessed the situation: 
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We have a 58-bed operation that requires substantial investment and has limited development potential. Our 
current lease, on very preferential terms, expires in 2003. We have been in negotiation with Strickland Estates 
(landlords of our current YHA Whitby site) with a view to our options following the end of our current lease. 
Our very favourable terms at the current site are unlikely to be offered at renewal, and given the difficulties with 
the current facilities and layout it is considered difficult to foresee reasonable returns from investment in our 
current site.  
 

However Strickland Estates have indicated they would favour YHA leasing Abbey House, the former CHA 
guest house adjacent to our current site. Abbey House is an impressive Grade 1 listed building, within Whitby 
Abbey, an English Heritage site currently undergoing a £5m redevelopment project, which includes a new 
information and interpretation centre opposite Abbey House. Abbey House comes with an agreement that the 
operation will be the sole provider of catering on the site by the provision of a public restaurant facility. Abbey 
House would produce a generously-spaced 87-bed YHA, with staff living in. It would provide a good number of 
small family rooms as well as space for educational group study.  
 

Currently the operation achieves on average 9,500 overnights and provides 13,500 meals per annum. Occupancy 
averages 60%, and surplus averages 30% of income. Currently the hostel managers live out, due to lack of space, 
and this leads to higher than average costs of staff due to night security cover. The location both of the hostel 
within Whitby and of Whitby itself is strong.  

 
So the re-location of YHA Whitby was set in motion. Negotiations regarding the tenure and operational details 
with the landlords were firmed up and funding possibilities explored.  
 
The Abbey Stables hostel finally closed in December 2006, allowing a smooth transfer of the business under the 
guidance of the continuing managers, Sarah and Craig Pattinson. 

 

 
A very attractive postcard was produced towards the end of the Abbey Stables’ hostel era, with the caption: 

This mural painting at Whitby youth hostel is by Paula Seller and shows the Abbey (founded 7th century), the first abbess  
(St Hilda) and Caedmon, who wrote the first British song ‘the Creation’ (by permission of Paula Seller, YHA Archive) 

 
 

Whitby [Abbey House] Youth Hostel     2007 to present 
 
East Cliff, Whitby, North Yorkshire YO22 4JT 
Historic County:  
Yorkshire (North Riding)  

 GR: NZ 901111 

 
Bulmer’s History and Directory of North Yorkshire of 1890 describes Whitby Hall, or Abbey House, as occupying the 
site of the Abbot’s House.  

It was erected by Sir Francis Cholmley about the year 1580, partly out of the ruins of the monastic buildings. It 
was enlarged by Sir Hugh Cholmley in 1635, and in the war between Charles I and the Parliament it was 
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fortified and garrisoned for the king. Sir Hugh was a staunch loyalist, and bravely defended Scarborough Castle 
for upwards of 12 months. His house was afterwards seized, and occupied for the Parliamentarians. Many 
additions were made to the mansion by the second Sir Hugh Cholmley, about the year 1672; and it continued 
the principal residence of the family until the middle of last century, when they removed to Howsham, an estate 
inherited from Sir Butler Wentworth, and Whitby Hall was gradually forsaken. About ninety years ago the 
north side, which was the principal front of the house, was so much damaged by the wind that it was found 
necessary to dismantle it, the walls only being left standing. Sir CW Strickland, the present owner, has renovated 
and enlarged the old hall, and resides here during a portion of the year. 

 
As recorded above, the main central section of the House dates from the 17th-century. The grand new wing and 
banqueting hall on the northern side of the house was built between 1672 and 1682. There were several swathes of 
rebuilding over many centuries; mediaeval clues and remnants lie scattered about the building, with the likelihood of 
other foundations and sites connected with the adjacent Abbey hidden beneath its walls. The rebuilds often used 
materials from the ruined Abbey. The large rooms at the south-east corner (the hostel lounge and Cholmley Room) 
tell of an expansion a century or so later. The early 19th century development of the north side of the house, to 
provide a fitting entrance to a grand residence, is where the hostel entrance is located. 
 
In 1893 Thomas Arthur Leonard founded the Co-operative Holidays Association (CHA). Twenty years later he 
started the Holiday Fellowship (HF) and by 1930 he was one of the pioneers instrumental in setting up the YHA. 
When he died in 1948 he was justifiably described as the father of the open-air holiday movement. In 1896 Abbey 
House was leased to become CHA’s first Holiday Centre. 
 
The CHA held Abbey House throughout the twentieth century, and for much of that time YHA made very close 
companions at the old stables. TA Leonard would have been pleased with this dual legacy of his ideas. Abbey House 
was turned into a spacious post-Victorian hotel, with the expected additional feature of a garden conservatory. The 
CHA was rebranded as the Countrywide Holidays Association in 1964. Extensive improvements were carried out at 
the Whitby centre in 1982, and a new extension to house a restaurant was built at the west end of the House, in 
which some care was taken with the appearance of its mullioned gable-end, exposed to prominent view to much of 
the town. It was not enough to save the business here, or indeed the CHA; the organisation finally folded in 2004.  
 
A Grade I listed building, Abbey House forms part of the Scheduled Ancient Monument and has been owned by the 
Cholmleys and the Stricklands, part of the same family, since the Dissolution of the Monasteries in 1540.  
 

 
A carefully prepared plan showing stages of development of Abbey House, issued as part of a funding appeal by YHA  

that drew very generous public support. A panel giving supporters’ names is on display in the hostel (YHA Archive) 
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The proposal to move from the stables to Abbey House led to an assessment by YHA of the potential. It found that 
Abbey House, though considered to be in reasonably good structural condition, was deficient in the numbers and 
position of showers and toilets.  
 
Work began in 2005, scheduled for completion in Autumn 2006, but delayed by the discovery of carved mediaeval 
timbers of historic significance, subsequently refurbished and displayed. The premises were to be restored in a £3.5 
million programme, with aid from the Heritage Lottery Fund, a £1.5 million grant being set aside for the conversion 
of the building to a hostel, and a further £750,000 from the European Regional Development Fund. The 
preparatory work for the hostel also included the reinstatement of the Victorian conservatory, demolished in the 
later CHA years, and the careful recreation of the grounds, originally laid out as a formal herb garden in the 17th 
century, reinstated as part of the scheme. Features such as an internal section of wattle and daub walling exposed 
during the works and carved staircase panels were carefully preserved behind clear plastic sheets. Lifts were provided 
to upper floors, and also on the stepped long corridor linking to the self-catering and dining rooms.  
 
The new youth hostel opened on 9th March 2007, allowing the Pattinsons two months or so to effect the 
managerial switch. YHA’s Chief Executive, Roger Clark, sent out invitations to the official opening on 15th May, in 
which it was clear that the development was not stinted: 

Thanks to generous support from the Heritage Lottery Fund, the European Regional Development Fund and 
the Strickland Estate, we have carried out a £3.3 million development project to a high specification, 
incorporating many interesting historical features into the final design.  
 

The result is a superbly equipped, 100-bed Youth Hostel with excellent access for people with disabilities and en 
suite facilities in all but two of the 22 rooms. YHA Whitby is projected to provide accommodation for 
thousands of visitors, especially young people, to the town each year.  
 

We expect annual business levels to run at around 23,000 overnight stays – made up principally of school groups 
in the week during term-time, and families and individual guests at weekends and during school holidays.  

 
The number of overnights at the new hostel instantly more than doubled, to almost 20,000 in 2007. The 100 beds 
at the opening were already more than the 87 originally envisaged, but in 2012 a decision was made to remove the 
staff quarters on the mezzanine and first floor in favour of increased guest accommodation. 132 beds were now 
available across 25 bedrooms on the mezzanine, first and second floor, and all but three rooms were en suite. 
 

 
YHA Whitby, official opening, 9th March 2007. The restored conservatory, herb garden and lawn are seen to good advantage. 

The differing floor levels reflect the complexity of centuries of development. The ground floor drops considerably to the self-
catering and dining rooms on the left (west) side; above these is the mezzanine floor, with first and second (attic) floors above  

(YHA Archive) 
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    1 
 

    2 
 

    3 
Images from the time of the YHA refurbishment. 1: Abbey house under scaffolding. The proximity of the Abbey  

and both hostel sites will be noted; 2: refurbishment; 3 catalogue of historic works at Abbey House (YHA Archive) 
 
Further hostel managers have included Damien Parker, Celia Imogen in 2013, Ben Hurst in 2015, Simon Roe in 
2017 and Penny Ellis in 2020. YHA Whitby Abbey House recorded over 28,000 overnights in 2016, more than 
twelve times the number at the venerable stables hostel in 1934. 
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   1   2   3  
 

   4   5   6   7  
1: 19th-century north-side extension, now the hostel entrance; 2: old hall, north-side, mainly 17th-century; 3: south-north 

extension, 17th/18th-centuries; 4: modified doorway; 5: restaurant, now YHA dining room and public tea-rooms, 20th-century; 
6: ancient buttress; 7: carved stone heads, possibly from the original Abbey (author’s photographs, December 2015) 

 
Overnights – inclusive periods each year as follows 

1934-1991: previous Oct to Sept; 1992: Oct 1991 to Feb 1993; 1993-present: Mar to following Feb 
W: wartime closure;    *: 17 month period 

¶: Whitby Abbey Stables Hostel;    ∆: Whitby Abbey House Hostel 
          

… 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 
… … … … 2172¶ 2680¶ 3322¶ 3652¶ 3012¶ 3278¶ 

          

1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 
<115¶ W W W W W 4588¶ 6504¶ 6221¶ 5370¶ 

          

1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 
5207¶ 4974¶ 4890¶ 4462¶ 3619¶ 4269¶ 3726¶ 3489¶ 3885¶ 4534¶ 

          

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 
5012¶ 5034¶ 4875¶ 4912¶ 4865¶ 6690¶ 6463¶ 6256¶ 6372¶ 6366¶ 

          

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 
7579¶ 7107¶ 7602¶ 8340¶ 8595¶ 8412¶ 8863¶ 9022¶ 8057¶ 7869¶ 

          

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 
8195¶ 6984¶ 6774¶ 6013¶ 6614¶ 6606¶ open¶ 7292¶ 8428¶ 9633¶ 

          

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 
9522¶ 9435¶ 10331*¶ 8862¶ 9081¶ 8926¶ 9123¶ 8969¶ 9674¶ 9447¶ 

          

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
9420¶ 8424¶ 8784¶ 8626¶ 8704¶ 8521¶ 8274¶ 19287∆ 21099∆ 20018∆ 

          

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 
20402∆ 22011∆ 24203∆ 25139∆ 25770∆ 27545∆ 28668∆ 28167∆ 27760∆ 27615∆ 

 
© John Martin, 2020. YHA Profiles are intended to be adaptable in the light of new materials gained by YHA Archive 


